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Note from the Editors

Risky Undertakings: Family
Questions in An English Class

Last winter we raised some questions in the Newsletter concerning the issue of expectation: What do we expect from our
In the following article, Linda Farrell documents how she and
students? What challenges do we present to them and how do they
her students struggled with multicultural differences in regards
answer these challenges? What expectations do we have of ourto questions of parenting and discipline.
selves? What assumptions shape our teaching and what impact do
these assumptions have on our teaching?
We were sitting in a circle, my students and I, discussing an
We begin this issue of the Newsletter examining the relation- issue related to child development, when Jian, a usually shy, reticent
ship between expectation and outcome in articles which take us into boy from China, started talking at some length about the beating he
the classroom. Linda Farrell's article developed from issues raised had received when he was five years old. What I remember most
in an inquiry course on parenting she created for ESOL students. about the scene was his voice which was uncharacteristically selfMs. Farrell created the course to help her students distinguish the assured and assertive. And I remember my shock as I looked around
differences between discipline and abuse.
the room to gauge the responses of the others, and saw the assenting,
Maureen Kenney Nobile recounts her work with students knowing nods, confirming that they too had experienced what Jian
striving to pass the Global Studies Regents Examination at Julia was describing.
Richman High School.
It was my first semester of teaching an Inquiry on Parenting. I
Joan Eurell explores the role of letter writing in the classroom probably should not have been so surprised since I had, after all,
while Linda Margolin describes how she sought to connect her created the class to deal with just this issue of discipline. A colleague
estranged elementary students to their work and one another through had long argued that we needed such a course because many of our
letter writing.
students had suffered very harsh treatment as children, and we both
In our last issue we highlighted several proposals which were believed that these students were at risk of becoming abusive
finalists in the New Visions Schools search. These proposals were parents.
written by Writing Project members. Now, in the spirit of connectAlthough I had called the course an inquiry, and encouraged
ing issues of the Newsletter to one another, Christine Cziko begins real exploration of issues related to child-rearing, on one point my
what promises to be a series of articles on her work in one of the own agenda was clear. I wanted my students to understand that
funded New Visions Schools, The School for the Physical City. corporal punishment is dangerous, cruel and destructive, and that
Ms. Cziko explains her desire to leave a large high school and there are alternatives to it
describes what is involved in the creation of a new place called
Initially, I had seen the course as serving a protective function
"school." If any other Project members are involved in a similar for future generations believing that the more my students knew
process, please let us know. We will gladly make room to include about themselves and children in general, the less likely they would
your work in a future issue.
become abusive parents. But as their stories started to emerge, and
Among our regular features included in this issue are three book class discussions focused on questions raised by these stories, I
reviews. Alice Braziller reviews Love's Executioner and Other began to fear that I might be doing more harm than good by causing
Tales of Psychotherapy by Dr. Irving Yalom. Jocelyne Tord takes rifts in families.
a look at two novels: Aquamarine by
As anE.S.CXL. teacher I am forced to
Carol Anshaw snA Bastard Out of Caroconsider at all times the potential for
lina by Dorothy Allison. Our Teachers as
problems when my students confront
Writers column features the poetry of
American customs and expectations very
Thomasina LaGuardia and Katherine
different from those in their homelands.
Schulten.
^
Assumptions I might never have thought
pear tfrgtofe £«
Please drop the Newsletter a line in
* 8- V to question must be looked at and thought
Peep Fe$Iing$> JDeqp ^Writing
16 ' ? through most carefully. I have learned,
response to articles, with suggestions, or
New Visions/New Schools
with your own submissions. We would
for example, that most Asian students are
Book Reviews «,
love to hear from you.
taught never to question a teacher, yet in
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for us to be very precise in our use of language when we spoke of
these emotionally charged matters. We defined our'terms: What is
discipline, corporal punishment, a spanking?
I defined a beating as blows with a closed fist or an object "Like
a piece of a tree?" the question was called out. "Or a stick?" "Or a
belt?" "Or an electrical cord?" The unsolicited list kept growing.
"What do you call it when you get locked in a closet?" "Or the
bathroom?" "What about having to sit on your knees?" "On rice?"
"Onstones?" "On thereof of your house in the hot sun?" Onitwent,
unsolicited and unexpected. By the second day of our discussion, I
had found my professional face and felt better able to hold back the
pain and shock so that they were
not as apparent
I felt the students needed to
write and reflect on some of their
experiences, so I gave them an
assignment asking them to write
about a time when they were
disciplined. They were to explain
what they had done to provoke it,
how it was handled, and then to make some judgments about
whether their response to the discipline demonstrated effectiveness.
We discussed their pieces in groups of their own choosing with
the understanding that no one had to read if he/she did not wish to.
The class genuinely came together the day we shared these pieces in
groups. I sat at my desk trying to listen as unobtrusively as possible.
This was their time to speak freely, without worrying about
'Teacher's" reaction. And they did. The hub in the room was one of
excitement and interest, and, to my great astonishment, lots of
amusement as kids talked about common misdeeds.
Yves from Haiti and Carlos from the Dominican Republic got
into a lively discussion about their mothers' respective responses
when each of them stayed out very late without calling home. Yves
was beaten, and was so angry about it that he did the same thing the
next night Carlos' mother had slapped him once when he came in
and then started to cry, telling him how worried she'd been. Carlos
spoke of how he felt so guilty that he never did it again.
As I tried to listen in on the conversations, I had the strong sense
DEFINING TERMS
that this was the first time in their lives that any of them had ever
By the time I got to class the next day, I had come up with a talked or even thought about these questions. And they were
course outline including a brief definition of terms. It was important enjoying it! What I had expected to be gloomy and depressing was
clearly a lot of fun. This has held true in each succeeding semester.
Another aspect of these discussions which surprised me was how
accepting the students were of their parents and caretakers and
accepting of even the most cruel treatment they had received. Only
a very few spoke with any anger.
Newsletter Staff

my classroom, student questions form the basis for most of our
discussions. I have often caused turmoil in my courses simply by
asking students to speak openly and freely. Therefore, raising issues
that call into question the entire pattern of their families' relationships was, and continues to be, very dangerous territory. And too,
there is the frightening possibility that an irate parent might come to
school to complain about the course. None of these things has ever
happened, but the risk is there.
Teaching a new course always involves additional work and
anxiety, yet up until then, the first semester had been going very
smoothly. As I had planned in the first year, we spent the opening
weeks of the term discussing child development. My rationale was
that without an understanding of how a child
learns and reasons, discussions of proper discipline methods would be
fruitless. So we read
chapters from A Piaget Primer and articles from Psychology Today.
We also invited a baby to visit the class and each student conducted
an outside child observation.
However Jian's revelation, and the knowledge that his experience was far more common than I had thought, shocked me profoundly, and I was forced to adjust my planning. On that particular
day I could think of nothing else. I told everyone I knew what had
transpired in class, and asked what they thought I should do next.
Standing up and preaching about the evils of corporal punishment was definitely not the answer because I did not think it would
significantly change anyone's beliefs or behavior. In most of the
cultures represented in my classes, as well as mainstream American
culture, beating and other forms of physical punishment are not only
the accepted, but often the expected practice. I did not want our class
to be seen as a forum for criticism of anyone's family or way of life;
therefore, I decided to tread very carefully. I did not want to risk
causing problems between my students and their parents.

What is discipline, corporal
punishment, a spanking?

Joan Eurell, Empire State College
Marion Halberg, BraruUis HS
April Krassner, Institute for Literacy Studies

Desktop Production: Eileen Cropper

POINT OF VIEW
Our next activity was the reading of a short article from The New
York Times. It told of the death of a six year old boy, the result of a
beating administered by his father. According to a doctor quoted in
the piece, the father had lost control and didn't realize how fragile
a young body is. As a way to get the students to probe more deeply
into the issues raised in the article, I asked them to write the story
again, in any form they chose, from a different point of view.
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Students wrote as if they were the boy's mother, the doctor, a social
worker, a lawyer. Several chose to write the story from the perspective of the father, himself. All who chose the father's point of view
expressed regret over what he had done. I wanted the students to
consider the father's feelings in this situation, and to begin to
consider the thinking of parents in general.
The most moving of all the work was a poem written in a later
term by Margarita Sanchez.
Daddy Killed Me
Daddy did it did it well
Hit me hard and then I fell
Daddy did it did it good
We should of left we really should
Daddy did it did it wild
He killed his sweet little child
Daddy did it did it hard
All boys should get a bodyguard

create a problem situation which would require discipline by the
parent In writing they were to construct the problem, formulate a
solution, and explain why they chose that form of discipline to solve
the problem. Each group then presented its work to the class.
The problems they designed were invariably appropriate to the
ages they'd been given. One group described a two year old who
persisted in climbing up onto the stove. Another a nine year old who
played baseball where he wasn't supposed to and broke a car
window. For the presentations, I deliberately seated my self in a rear comer outside
the group and watched. These youngpeople
from all over the world, whose English was
still far from native fluency, were discussing ideas of great complexity. They were
throwing out quotes from Piaget as well as
ideas from previous discussions. While
questioning and challenging each other,
they were compassionate and caring in
their search for answers. And they were
very honest and open about their own ideas and experiences.
During the question period folio wing one presentation, Gerardo,
from Honduras told the class the following:

Many students
saw the father as
regretting his
loss of control.

Daddy did it did it proud
Now let him tell his story aloud
I took it took it very well
I quietly died when I fell
I took it took it very good
I still love him I don't think I should
I took it took it it is wild
I am such a weak little child
I took it took it so very hard
When I saw my casket
So many flowers in the basket
So many family members came to see me
I lay here dead, yes indeed
God let out his hand while an angel smiled at me
I floated to heaven while I asked God
Why did daddy kill me?

I asked them to write an answer to the final question "Why did
Daddy kill me?" Again, many of the students saw the father as
regretting his loss of control and wishing he could undo what he'd
done. In later semesters Margarita's poem became an additional text
for the class to read and to which they could respond.

IMAGINING PARENTHOOD
The next assignment grew logically out of the previous ones. I
asked them more directly to imagine themselves as parents. At the
time of the baby visit, part of the discussion had centered around the
planning necessary to bring the baby into school. The mother had
spoken of all the things she had had to think about and organize in
advance, things necessary to tend to the physical needs of the child:
food, diapers, clothes. I now wanted them to focus on the idea that
parenthood also involves planning for and thinking about emotional
and cognitive issues as well.
New groups were formed. I told them to imagine themselves as
parents. Each group was told the age of "its" child, and asked to

Every day I used to throw rocks. My mother, she just talked to me
like nothing. Every day, every day... Then one day I hit a boy on
his head with a rock and my mother was out of control and she
beat me up. After she beat me up I changed. She keep me away
from my friends. I come from school. I did my homework. She
was watching me. I did my homework, nothing else.

Although I generally stayed outside the discussions, here, I felt
was a good opportunity to probe a bit deeper. So I asked Gerardo if
he thought he would have stopped throwing rocks without the
beating. He answered that he didn't think so. I then asked what he
thought might have happened had his mother kept him in and not let
him play the first time he threw rocks. After a moment of genuine
reflection, he said, "I think that would have worked."
In one presentation, the group constructed the following hypothetical situation. An eleven year old boy was cutting school and
being taught by his friends to sell drugs. The "parents" decided to
drive him to school and pick him up each day. They said that he
would have to stay in the house without any visitors or phone calls,
but that he could watch t.v., read, and play with his toys. After two
or three weeks, they said they would talk to him "until he understands that what he is doing is not good for his life."
Here is a part of the dialogue that ensued in the question and
answer period:
Juan:

Jose:
Maria:
Wilma:
Jose:

I disagree with the punishment. Don't
you think if you let him do anything he
wants and watch t.v., he'll still be in trouble?
But that's not the problem...to watch t.v. The
problem is that he can't be in the street all the time.
He'll spend more time at home.
How many days you still keep him in the house?
This is not a thing of days. This is a thing of
months or until he...
Continued...
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Maria:
Wilma:
Evins:
Maria:
Lisa:

Evins:
Juan:

Evins:

Juan:
Wilma:
Juan:

It depends on his behave.
Did he change?
We don't know if he change or not. But we think
that the best way we do it is control what he do.
Also if the punishment doesn't work we will talk
to a social worker.
If the punishment that you are using doesn't
change the child behavior, what other kind of
punishment would you like to take to the child?
We think that this is going to change his behavior
because we are going to be able to control him...
Why don't you just
let him stay with his
friends and let him
to know what is the
problem?
Ithinkthatwhatyou
just said is the worst
thing that you can
do ...it just means I
let him to stay in the street.
But you have to tell him what is wrong with
selling drugs.
You have to talk to the child before
you give him the punishment
But the child won't understand.

I was atmy aunt's house... and my cousin was about to hither son.
I forgot what he did but it wasn't all that terrible. But I convinced
her not to hit him and she didn't and we continued to talk about
how to discipline him. She was telling me hitting him just doesn' t
work... I explained to her my class and things we found to bring
results... and she called me a week later and told me it's working
and is so happy and would like to know some book to help her
along.

The presentations concluded our unit on discipline and we
moved into a study of abuse. We talked about the fact that there is
often a fine line between discipline and abuse. The students wanted
a clear-cut definition that draws
the distinction between the two.
Perhaps this is because they need
to categorize for themselves what
they have experienced. It is also a
very important question because,
although almost none of them had
children yet, several students had
written in their journals their own
concerns about themselves as parents. This was one of the questions
which had prompted me to develop the course in the first place, and
I wondered whether they would know how to handle misbehavior in
their children without resorting to the harsh methods their parents
had used.
We read an article from The New York Times which showed
that contrary to popular belief, and my own previous assumptions,
most abused children do not grow up to become abusive parents. We
also read a very long, complex, two part article from Parenting
magazine on abuse and its effects.
In addition to reading these articles, we watched, wrote about
and discussed two videotapes on family violence. Both tapes show
abusive parents in the process of trying to change their behavior with
the help of support groups and counseling. But one, Generations of
Violence, also depicts, quite graphically, the horrors of every kind of
family violence. Showing this was yet another very scary, risky
undertaking. Was I opening up the kids to more pain than they or I
could handle?
The first time I showed the video I asked one of our guidance
counselors to be present I introduced her and explained that she
would be free to speak with anyone who felt the need to talk to her
after seeing the video. Each semester I have explained that this might
be a painful viewing, and that anyone reluctant to watch it would be
excused. So far no one has exercised that option.
After watching Generations of Violence more horror stories
began to emerge. One boy and two girls revealed that they had been
sexually abused. One of the girls told me after class that she had been
raped repeatedly by her uncle and grandfather while in their care.
She later told her mother, who did not believe her. The girl admitted
that more than the assaults themselves, her mother's denials caused
her to have a breakdown. This student had been hospitalized and was
still seeing a psychiatrist. "You know," she said, "everyone always
told me that what happened to me wasn't my fault, but I never
believed it until now when I saw the tape. That video was really like
therapy for me."

There is often a fine line
between discipline and
abuse.

Here I agreed with Wilma and again interceded to speak a bit
about the need for parents to try to explain to children what is and is
not acceptable behavior. The important thing is that the class was
thinking as real parents would, questioning the amount of control
they should exert, what actions might best bring about desired
results, and what they might do if they met with failure.
Over the course of seven semesters other groups have followed
suit, suggesting appropriate problems and seriously considering
possible solutions. Very few have suggested the use of corporal
punishment I wondered whether this is occasioned by a real change
in their thinking or a desire to give the teacher what they know she
wants. Over the years, I have come to believe that a real shift does
take place in the thinking of many, if not most, of the students.
JOURNAL WRITING
The course required that students write weekly journals on
topics of their own choosing related to the class or to families in
general. Many of the journal entries focused on questions of discipline and punishment, and many students wrote about their changed
beliefs. Here is one from a later term, by Mohammed, from Yemen:
I used to be abused by my parent and I became abuser myself...
I abused my little brother a lot, punishing him, kicking him,
slaping him everything you can think of. However, when we start
this class and learning about children I stopt abusing him and I am
getting there.

In a later semester, Robert, who had not been a particularly
active participant in the class and had not demonstrated any previous
indications that he was at all interested in our discussions wrote:
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DISCIPLINE AND CULTURE
In each semester, our discussions often touch on the various
ways different cultures deal with questions of marriage and family
life. The fact is that that what most of my students see as discipline
within their cultures, I see as an excessive and very harsh use of
corporal punishment. Ultimately what I have had to conclude is that
anyone who lives here must live under our law, and I believe that the
laws that protect children are good laws. I try to convey this message
without conveying a sense of disapproval of the students' families
and cultures. I hope that I have been sensitive enough and not caused
further problems for my students.
At the suggestion of a colleague, I included in the course a final
unit which focuses on how different cultures deal with these issues.
For the first and only time, groups are formed according to ethnicity:
Dominicans in one group, Vietnamese in another, Haitians in
another. Each group is asked to compose a list of questions for an
interview of a parent, grandparent, or other adultof theirculture. The
groups then read the interviews and prepare presentations for the
class on family life in their own cultures. Over and over these
interviews seem to offer a real channel for communication with
parents that students find very significant and satisfying.
Colin wrote, in concluding his interview:
After interviewing my mother I really see that she only wanted
the best for us. The discipline she used was only her opinion of
what was going to work. Even though her opinions hurt sometimes I understand better now why she did what she did. And I
don't feel ashamed to say her methods weren't always the best,
but they got the job done, and I love her even more now than I did
before the interview.

Similar sentiments echoed through many of the interviews and
presentations which followed them, and in the end-of-term evaluations, the interviews and presentations often showed up as the
favorite activities.
After several terms of teaching this course, I have learned many
things. Mostly, I have learned about the seemingly infinite capacity
of these young people to adapt, to grow, and to go beyond their
sometimes difficult histories.
Last semester I began to feel that perhaps I should give up this
course. It is difficult, emotionally draining, and I often feel that I do
not want to hear any more horror stories. I no longer want to straddle
the line between English teacher and psychotherapist. I want to teach
English. I want to accept my students at face value, see only what
they show me and probe no further. The other is too painful.
However as I was looking over some of my materials, preparing
to write this paper, I reread a letter that Cynthia, from the Dominican
Republic, had written as a culminating activity that first term. I had
asked the class to write in any form, anything they wished to say
about the class. Here is the letter:
Letter to an unborn child: "My Future Child"
Dear Child,
I will hope you will be alright when you will read this
letter. This letter mean a lot to me. Maybe the one who will
read this letter to you will be me. I imagine how beautiful and

wonderful I will feel you inside on me. During all nine months
I will think about your name, your clothes, and all the small
details I will need to take care of you. I will not know if you
will be a girl or a boy but I will not care because I will love
you anyway.
I imagine myself becoming crazy because you don't let
me sleep because you are hungry. I will see you grow up. I
will see you vocalizing, try to stand up, crawl and try to walk.
Finally I will see you walking and beginning to say some
words like mami and daddy. I will read you stories at night to
make you sleep. I imagine myself washing diapers and
preparing milk. I will teach you to read beautiful stories. I will
play with you all the time I can.
I will raise you with love and affection but with discipline. I will not want to be hard with you, but I will have to do
it for your own good. I will try to understand your problems
and feelings. If you will do something wrong I will give you
the opportunity to explain and I will see if you deserve a
punishment. I will not beat you for any reason. I will guide
you to the right way of life.
I will do my best to be a good mother. I will give you my
warm and all my love I have. I will hope you will love and
understand me too.
I love you,
Mami

I thought of Robert's little cousin, Colin and his mother,
Mohammed's little brother, and of all the other seeds I may have
planted in those young minds. I decided to teach the course again.
Linda Farrell
Martin Luther King, Jr. HS

Some materials used in the class:
Brandt, Anthony, "Ending the Anguish," Parenting, Dec. 19
"Permanent Damage," Parenting, Nov. 1990.
Breaking the Cycle, videotape available from Sunburst
Communications, Pleasantville, N.Y.
Brisbane, Holly E., The Developing Child, fifth edition,
Macmillan/McGraw-Hill, Peoria, 111., 1988.
Brody, Jane, "Better Discipline? Train Parents, Then
Children," The New York Times, Dec. 3,1991.
"How the Experts Would Teach Children to Behave,"
The New York Times, Dec. 4,1991.
Generations of Violence, videotape available from Filmakers'
Library, Inc., New York, N.Y.
Goleman, Daniel, "Sad Legacy of Abuse: the Search for
Remedies," The New YorkTimes, Jan. 24.1989.
Pitt, David E., "Injuries Kill Boy, 6, in Brooklyn; Father is
Held on Murder Charge," The New York Times,
March, 1989.
Singer, Dorothy G., and Tracey A. Revenson, A Piaget
Primer: How a Child Thinks, New American
Library, New York, N.Y., 1978.
Trotter, Robert J., "You've Come a Long Way, Baby,"
Psychology Today, May, 1987.
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The Sargasso Passage
Maureen Kenney Nobile documents her students' journey toward mastering the New York State Regents Exam in Global
Studies. While urging them to raise their expectations of themselves as students, she shows them how to connect with history.
Ignorance is not so much not knowing an answer as not knowing
that there is a question, not being able to think when thinking is
required. Ignorance is a blind dependence that someone else will
be able to tell you what to do.

Frank Smith The Politics of Ignorance
Year after year Manhattan's comprehensive high school students perform dismally on the New York State Regents Exam in
global studies. According to statistics from the Manhattan
Superintendent's office, from 1990 to 1992 fewer than 5% of the
students in the borough's unselective or zoned high schools succeeded in this college preparatory level exam. Throughout the four
semester, state mandated course, students study Earth, the history of
the world, the global economy, the environment, geography, and
current events. Why then do so few succeed at the three hour exam
which includes forty-eight multiple choice questions and three
extensive essays?
In February 1993, when I was assigned one hundred, fourth
semester global studies students at Julia Richman High School, I
was alarmed by the unlikelihood that these students would be able
to pass such an exam by June of the same year. Failure in this exam
can prevent the students from competing for prestigious colleges
and maroon teachers on an island of professional negativism. A
diagnostic test administered at the beginning of the term confirmed
my fears. No one passed. What was wrong? Was New York City's
bureaucracy an academic Sargasso Sea; a dormant body of water
within a larger ocean where seaweed choked waters lulled unsuspecting voyagers—student and faculty alike—into passivity? Was
the system colluding with defeat by not providing ordinary students
the means by which they could succeed?
I believed many more students were capable of passing the
Regents than had been doing so. During the Spring term of 1993,1
set out to increase the numbers. Today I'd like to recount that single
semester's rocky voyage.

THE CHALLENGE
The students at Julia Richman High School are similar to those
of other zoned schools. They are from a variety of worlds. Many are
inner city, extremely poor students whose sense of self-esteem is
intimately connected to the acquisition of material goods rather than
the development of skills. "Cool" is the motto. Projecting an image
of academic indifference is the credo. Many are recent immigrants,
and at least one third come from homes where English, if spoken at
all, is a non-native language.
In all groups there are those who actively strive for further
education. They are predisposed to guidance and welcome encouragement and coaching. Undirected enthusiasm and quick exuber-

ance are their ready assets. However, a lack of confidence in their
own learning abilities and a somewhat unsteady motivation can
disrupt their burgeoning skills. Most admit to not having read a book
since early elementary school. More than a few claim never to have
viewed the Hudson River that borders their city. And very few can
locate New York City or State on a globe.
Like other large Manhattan high schools, Julia Richman tracks
its students. This clumping of students according to past performance and current expectation exacerbates some existing problems.
In two of my four global studies classes, many pupils were chronically absent More than a few were in trouble with the law. In school,
the fights, drugs and excitement of the hallways captured their
attention. Reluctant students wearing a uniform of angry and threatening behavior were escorted late to class by security guards. Such
undercurrents of discontent disrupted our journey toward mastering
the state standards. The atmosphere in these classrooms was not
conducive to taking the Regents Exam, a measurement viewed by
many students as the weapon of hostile authorities trying to control
an individual's freedom. The culture of the school didn't support a
voyage into the unknown, foreign, predominantly white world.
I wondered what I was going to do. I wanted as many of these
exuberant sophomores as possible to pass because I knew that their
expectations of their own high school careers would be radically
expanded if they journeyed beyond the current horizon. They would
become "smart kids" in their own minds. And the culture of the
school would shift from the mentality of the corridors to college
bound kids of the classroom. They would learn, like sailors of old,
that they would not drown by heading into uncertain seas.
I set my goal. Whereas in January only two Richman students
passed the Regents, I wanted 25 out of the 100 students I had been
assigned to pass.
My first act was to inform the department assistant principal
that I was jettisoning the established curriculum and designing a one
semester, summary course geared to stimulate confidence, invite
personal inquiry, develop student voice, acquire sound writing
skills, and create an atmosphere of serious fun. My second act was
to bring the student teacher, Annette Raymond, on board as cocaptain. She was smart, disciplined, and sure of herself. She was a
steadying, encouraging influence.

SETTING OUR COURSE
To gather the momentum necessary to navigate around student
boredom, we began by writing from personal experience. A full
third of their grade was to be based on an individual writing journal.
Each day upon entering class, each student was required to write ten
sentences on a topic of choice. A guided set of questions or subjects
was available, and most chose to write on suggested topics, such as:
1. Describe an outdoor music concert or large sporting event
you have attended. What did you see. feel, and hear? What impact
did the large audience have on you? (This was done in conjunction
with classroom reading on Rome and the Coliseum.)
2. Pretend you lived along the Nile 3000 years ago. Who
would you be? What would you believe in? How would you survive?
What would your dreams be about? (Egyptian culture)
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3. Who makes the rules at Julia Richman High School? Who
designs thecurriculum you must study? Who are the New York State
Board of Regents? (Education in Greece)
4. Describe a conflict you have had with a sibling. What
happened? Who had the control? Who was the challenger? Did the
power shift? How and why? (European monarchies)
5. Describe an activity which you once loved but cannot do
anymore because times have changed. (Migration)
6. What was your favorite story when you were a child?
(Cultural myths)
The first ten minutes of every class was devoted to writing.
Afterwards students volunteered to read their paragraphs aloud, and
pairs were formed for students to exchange their writing. One
student, Tameka, imagined herself as an astronomer in Ancient
Egypt. Another, Shashonna was the wife of a fisherman on the Nile.
Miguel and Angelica wrote a dialogue about expelling spirits with
secret concoctions made by their grandmothers in the kitchen.
The exchange of student writings was a key ingredient in
creating a context in which to learn. They kept reading logs and
reacted with positive comments and questions to one another's
work. Gradually they became accustomed to the sight and the sound
of their own voices, words and ideas. Journals were graded solely on
clarity of expression and ability to follow directions completely.
There was no right or wrong. Pupils imitated one another's effort
with increasing confidence, and their writing improved. As their
writing folders expanded impressively, individuals were overcome
by the sheer volume of their output
However, other students complained that I was not teaching.
And that while other faculty members were preparing their classes
for theRegents Exam by delivering lectures, I was wasting everyone's
time with this "irrelevant
writing nonsense." One
parent threatened to go to
the Superintendent's Office to report my incompetence.
For the firstsix weeks,
students either read or ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
wrote in class and shared
their work with one another. I rarely lead full class discussions except to give specific
directions, model the assignment or give a five minute mini-lesson
on an area of confusion. Student work was regularly complemented
and displayed. I commended everyone for thinking of questions and
asked students to frame problems and devise ways to solve them
themselves.
In addition to writing about indirectly connected, personal
experience and reading selective texts in class, we dove into global
studies by reading stories and myths from various cultures. The
dawn of democracy in ancient Greece was charted first by reading
the myth of Daedulus and Icarus. Students listened in rapt silence
to the ancient architect's tale. We drew maps from the time, wrote
essays about getting caught in an unknown and scary place, explored
labyrinth puzzles from Crete and drew pictures illustrating the story.
The beauty of the words, the drama of the life and death tale, the
underlying issues of the father and son struggle as well as the quest
for political power drew the class back 2500 years.

Students also read from a variety of texts to learn the content
of the required curriculum. I searched extensively for authentic,
engaging materials and scheduled silentreading of assignments two
days a week. Everyone was responsible to note down important
points from the readings. Students then exchanged papers with a
partner. Each pair made comments, additions or asked questions in
writing. Comments were specific and nonjudgmental. "I like the
way you use Peter the Great quotes" rather than "I like the way you
write." Later in the semester, this process was carried into group
work. Every other week an open notebook, multiple choice and
essay quiz was given. The questions were based on the specific
content area of the reading. Following this process the classes
surveyed the world from the dawn of civilization to 1500 A.D., but
as Easter vacation drew near, I became anxious that our voyage was
not going to reach land in time for the June Regents deadline. We
hadn't even touched non-Western cultures or the last 500 years of
Western history.

CHARTING THE REST OF THE COURSE
By May, the forty students who saw themselves as part of the
Regents challenge began to prepare for the test directly. Not all the
hundred students were interested in aiming toward the Regents.
Many were satisfied to take the RCT and their energies were direc ted
elsewhere as they created their own newspaper, wrote in journals,
presented lively reports and excelled at global studies Jeopardy. The
interested forty formed six geographic groups: Latin America,
Western Europe, the former Soviet Bloc, Africa, India and Southeast Asia, including China and Japan. The goal was clear: each group
was responsible for preparing classmates for the Regents questions
by covering its region thoroughly. In consultation with the two
teacher co-captains,
Annette Raymond and
myself, each team had
to chart its own course
to reach the goal.
First, they culled
all the multiple choice
and essay questions that
pertained to their section from the Barron's review book. They needed to know what
types of knowledge would be required for the exam. Then they set
out to learn about their chosen area of the world. Each team was
given two weeks of class time to prepare major presentations.
Annette Raymond guided the Latin American group closely.
She consulted with them daily and cajoled them into getting their
materials ready. They searched their homes, libraries, churches,
museums. They interviewed relatives and reviewed textbooks for
every possible source of information. They created elaborate collages of pictures and textures for visual images. Sumptuous maps,
time lines, diagrams of governmental power structures, video clips,
music, products and crops from the region were all displayed.
I helped steer the other five groups who complained loudly that
I wasn't guiding them sufficiently. And they were right. My attention was divided five ways. But I was counting on the fact that they
would copy the lead from the Latin American section which was
delivering its presentation first. And they did. We videotaped

Tameka imagined herself an
astronomer in Ancient Egypt

_
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presentations, took still photographs, displayed all student work
about the room and mimeographed selected writings. The students
had taken the responsibility for their own learning engaging in what
Paolo Freire calls "problem-solving education."
Meanwhile regular classroom work continued between reports.
Every other week students were required to pass in two comprehensive maps on each assigned region. One was a political map, the
other was topographical. Individuals who had not understood the
difference between longitude and latitude or the Nile and the
Mississippi began to get the picture.

Dear Virginia:
Letter Writing in the Classroom

BEYOND THE HORIZON

Lately, my friends and I have been writing letters to each other.
It has been not only a rewarding and enjoyable experience —no,
those two words 'rewarding' and 'enjoyable' are boring and meaningless—but ithas also helped us putcertain ideas and thoughts into
focus. Writing to a friend or to a mother, mentor, author—dead or
alive — helps us gather our thoughts without worrying whether
these thoughts are organized, unified, or make sense, grammatically
or otherwise. Letter writing is alive, and letter writing comes
naturally to me.
Always afraid of confrontations, I used to use letters to express
my feelings to people with whom I was experiencing difficulties. As
an undergraduate after writing a paper on Virginia Woolf and
androgyny which I found especially dissatisfying, my mentor suggested I write a letter to Virginia. This exercise made me see Woolf
in a completely different light, almost as a friend or relative with
whom I had surprisingly much in common. My mentor suggested
that I talk to Virginia Woolf about "her life, her books, her characters, her vision, her voice, her writing" and then about myself "as her
reader 50 years later." So, I wrote to Woolf about myself, about our
similar fathers (mine, Leslie Stephen, and Mr. Ramsay) and about
our similar reactions to disapproval from them. I wrote about how
our politics also were analogous, that we both "loathed war, resented
capitalism, and constantly battled male supremacy." How I wished
I had had a sibling relationship with my sister similar to that of hers
and Vanessa's.
What was so special about my letter to Virginia Woolf? Other
than that it completed the requirements of the course, I felt a sense
of power in the writing. I felt I could talk to Woolf. I had such
difficulty writing about Woolf, and yet I felt perfectly at ease writing
to her. I addressed certain issues that I could not have addressed in
a "formal" paper. And, I learned more about myself by writing this
paper.
In evaluating what I had written, my mentor wrote:

In June, students were given a choice either to cram for the
Regents Exam or for the RCT. While Annette directed the practices
for 'the RCT, I took charge of the thirty-seven students who were
racing toward the Regents. Everyone took practice exams, exchanged tests, corrected answers, asked questions, wrote biographies and essays and completed student presentations. Every day I
pumped in factual lessons based on areas in which students had
tested poorly. By this point students had stopped whining about my
unteacherly methods, and no one felt overwhelmed by the writing
assignments. Most of them began to pass the practice tests.
The last day of class I told all the students who had showed up
for the final review day that I expected everyone in the room to pass
the Regents. I assured them that they were savvy enough to estimate
guesses and think through problems. I reminded them that they had
written hundreds of paragraphs in the last term, that they had
designed their own course of inquiry and that they knew how to
reason well. Finally, I promised them that even though taking a three
hour comprehensive exam was a struggle, I knew all their hard work
would pay off. I also reminded them that they were heroes and
heroines for trying.
Thirty-two of these students took the Regents exam. Twentyseven passed. They leaped around the streets outside the school,
jumping with joy and pride and disbelief when they learned of their
success. Four of the five who failed fell just a few points short. They
will take the exam again. School-wide, four other students, who had
been prepared by the teachers using the "chalk and talk" method,
also passed.
For the twenty-seven who made it, college is definitely in their
future. However, I was saddened by the fact that many of the sixtyeight students who did not dare try the Regents could have succeeded. They had seen their peers' efforts pay off, and, perhaps,
when they are ready to voyage beyond their present horizon, they
can meet the next standardized test challenge.
I felt proud of those students who navigated their own rite of
passage by preparing for and taking the Regents Exam. Theirs was
a triumphant journey. While striving to meet the measure of a
comprehensive state exam, they harnessed the transforming, personal power of discovery. Active student voices had sailed beyond
the passive, silent Sargasso Sea.
Maureen Kenney Nobile
Martin Luther King Jr. HS

Letter writing inside and outside the classroom is often a valuable technique for getting students to talk honestly and deeply
about a subject. In the/allowing article Joan Eurell recounts how
she came to use letter writing as a graduate student, and how that
experience eventually led her to use letters in her own college
classes.

How much you are able to say here in this more intimate form!
Although this is "epistolary" in form, you draw in texts, relationships, commentary, characters, themes — all revealing your
understanding of the woman and her works. I am touched by your
candor (I didn' tkno w your mother's name was Virginia!) Ithelps
me to know why you were 'stuck' in writing about her the first
time.

Sometimes when my students are "stuck," I tell them to write to
me about being stuck, or to an author about their confusion. Then one
term while I was teaching English to international students, it
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occurred to me to use letter writing to help them. I had both the
students in my "regular" composition class and the students in my
international composition class write letters back and forth to each
other. Not only did it help bridge some of the distances between the
different groups — as a matter of fact, several friendships were
formed — but it also helped the students gain a voice they thought
did not exist, in English anyway. Additionally, many students saw
others besides themselves experiencing problems with writing and
feeling their way through language.
Recently, I have used letter
writing again in my classes. Why
letters? For one thing, they're informal, and yet they're not non-formal. They have a specific purpose,
and they have a particular audience.
In this way students become more
focused. And, because they're more
focused, invariably, the writing in their letters is better than in their
papers. Often this letter writing helps them clarify their problems as
well as express their joys. In an essay on stereotyping, Shannon was
discussing her mother's prejudice and bigotry. After two pages, she
suddenly stopped and in parentheses said, "Hey Joan. I feel trapped.
I know I can write well but everytime I get a topic I get lost. I feel
like I'm babbling. Help!"
Sometimes I feel guilty for loving these digressions in students'
papers. I wonder if I am doing them a disservice by not telling them
they shouldn't stop in the middle of what they're writing and talk to
their audience—like George Eliot, Lawrence Sterne, Henry Fielding, and others. But I would be dishonest if I told them I didn't
thoroughly enjoy it.
Letters allow students to have their own voices and opinions
about a work and letters help them clarify some questions they may
have. A student having problems writing about Harriet Jacob's
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl. Written by Herself, wrote:

It brought to mind all the drives and walks we have taken in
Beaufort and Savannah. You know better than anyone elso how
I love the Antebellum houses—how I imagine that I live in one
of those homes with all the elegance and wealth and respect of all
who drive by....I have so romanticized an era that for many was
a time of sheer hell.

And further on:

Sometimes I feel guilty for
loving these digressions
in students' papers.

Dear Harriet
I thought that I would be able to write [a paper] with no
problem but when I thought about writing an essay, I realized I
was angry at you for speaking in such a meek and overly
respectful voice and that I was going to have a hard time.
overlooking that. I mean Incidents??? These were atrocities
that were inflicted upon you. But of course you know that....
[After reading an article by Minrose Gwin], I am better able to
understand your style of writing, and [see] that the audience
you were addressing was the purpose of your book....

Two other students, Susan and Louise, wrote to relatives about
Harriet Jacobs. In Susan's letter to her daughters she says:
Perhaps it is because I am changing, and I see a change in you two
also. When your lives were contained in a tiny sphere engulfed by
billowy white clouds in gentler times, you were tolerant of all
people. I know that I was instrumental in changing those feelings.

Louise wrote about her own memories in her letter to Dear Aunt
Jenny." She says of Jacobs narrative:

She is a woman who has been
separated from her lover, her
children and is forced to live
in seclusion for seven years
(Does this sound like our recent hostages to you? I know
how much you deplore their
captivity and ask you to look
at this as the same miscarriage
of respect for human life.)

Attached to her letter to Aunt
Jenny, Louise wrote:
Dear Reader,
Aunt and Uncle are real people. Their eccentricities are
perhaps what I find most interesting and taxing at the same
time....They are totally protected and naive to the troubles of
the world...! could hardly send this letter to Aunt. This is a
woman who lowers the temperature on the air conditioner so
that she can wear one of her three Blackgamma minks without
having to travel north. I am their favorite Yankee.

Occasionally students write to a friend or a relative in some
cases recommending a particular work, or in others, warning that
person not to read the work by articulating reasons and citing
questions and/or problems with the work. Ellen wrote to her cousin
Phyllis:
As you know, I have been going to college for the past couple of
years....One of my assignments was to read the essay "Of Giving
the Lie" by Michel de Montaigne. My first reaction was, "[Why
have] all college English instructors read his works and now
require their students to read this crap? Is it just because these
essays are still published in today's college literature books?"
Really I know you have not been in school since high school (and
being we are the same age neither one of us can lie to each other
about how many years that has been) but the main reason I am
asking [you to read this essay] is that you are intelligent, you do
read a lot (especially in the middle of those Vermont snow
storms), and you are a deep abstract thinker.

I wrote back to Ellen suggesting it would be nice if, in her letter,
she would explain why she wanted her cousin to read Montaigne and
to talk about Montaigne's essay and what she thought he was saying.
This was, after all, the purpose of the assignment. She wrote back to
me, "If I say too much she will not be left in suspense to read the
article. (How's that for a copout?)"
And so letters take on different forms and purposes in my
classroom.

Continued...
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Deep Feelings, Deep Writing

At the beginning and end of each semester, developmental
writing students must take a twenty minute essay test. The students
always worry because it is just such a test which put them into a
developmental writing class in the first place. At the end of last
semester the students were asked to write about whether there are
any heroes anymore, and, if so, to describe one. Juliet wrote to me
about her essay:
The topic was much better to write about this time. It seemed
more real. I know you were hinting that we write about Magic
Johnson because he had just given his press conference about
having the HIV virus, but when I thought about it, I decided to
write about my mother. I don't know what made me think about
her, except she put up with my father for all those years. But this
topic was better than the one they gave us last summer: What does
America mean to you? I was totally shut down by that question.

At the end of each semester, I ask students to hand in three to
five papers that they will revise for grades. They must write to me
about which ones they are choosing and why. Jeff wrote:
I still don't think I'm ready to hand in the final copies. I still don" t
know when to stop and start new paragraphs, so I can hand in my
papers with those kinds of errors on them. I liked the comments
you wrote on my papers, butl think you're just saying nice things
to make me think that I'm a writer. I couldn't write in high school,
I can't write now, and I doubt I" 11 be any good in the future.Iknow
I'm going to fail that final test, so I guess I'll see you next
semester.

In my letter to Virginia Woolf, I discussed Jacob of Jacob's
Room:
Jacob, though keen and sensitive himself, is opaque and somewhat depthless. The bits and pieces of his life are enough to give
us the continuity of experience that threads all of us together. I
hesitate to call Jacob ordinary. He is human. The unimportant as
well as the important events that occur in each of our lives have
made me realize that everyone we know is as alien to us as Jacob
though perhaps not as hazy. However much we think we know
someone, it is only what we put into them that makes the person
real. It is our perceptions, our values, and our dreams.

At the end of my letter to Woolf, I wrote: "I thank you for the
bits and pieces of yourself (and myself) that you have given me.
They have been revelations into the human plight as well as into my
own character."
Perhaps I don't know my students any better than I know Jacob
or Virginia Woolf, George Eliot, Lawrence Sterne, or Henry Fielding. But, at the end of the semester, I think and hope my students
know a little bit more about themselves. I, at least, know more about
me.
Sincerely yours,

JoanEurell
Empire State College

When Ms. Margolin reread her students' letters to each other,
she saw the impact ofliteratwe on their lives. The social bonding
that had formed in this 5th/6th grade class had created a rich
community.
Remember when Matt's father gave Matt a watch. That makes me
think about when my great grandfather gave my grandfather a
watch and my grandfather gave me the watch. Probably when I
grow up and have a son I will give him the watch.

My classroom is always filled with children's writing, group
and individual projects, students' questions and lots of art work. The
room centers around themes and the tables are arranged in clusters
to facilitate group work. The library has cushions and a rug. Giving
students the opportunity to express themselves and make connections to their own lives through reading and writing enables their
thoughts and feelings to come out naturally.
One particular 5/6th grade class, however, challenged all of my
methods of eliciting responses. The class, made up of African
American, Carribean American and Hispanic students, resisted just
about everything. Edwin would come in day after day feeling sick
and needing to sleep on the rug for half the morning; Lashanda
would refuse to sit in her seat; Carlos would crawl on the floor while
Rasheed would sit at his desk crying because someone had said
something mean to him; Latoya would go into someone's desk and
Charlene and Juan would call out simultaneously. I wondered how
I could make a difference in these children's lives when there was
so much chaos in the class. Other teachers suggested that I hand out
worksheets and text books, but I came in each day thinking maybe
today something would change.
The situation was exacerbated by lack of support or interest
from some of the parents, and a principal who believed that when
there was a problem, the teacher should be able to handle it on her
own. I remember the struggle when I think back on this class, and
then I remember their letters.
I had been thinking about Nancy Atwell's In the Middle, when
I asked my students to write letters to me about the books they were
reading. In the past this had been a great way to open up communication between my students and myself, but for this class it wasn't
enough. However, I chose to stay with what I believed as a teacher,
and throughout the winter showed the children many ways to write
about books. They became used to my asking them to write about the
books they were reading, what the book made them think about, how
it made them feel, how they would do things differently than the
characters, what touched them, what they wondered or never knew
before. Each month, they were asked to choose a book to read and
write about it at least three or four times a week. They became
familiar with asking questions of authors and knew how to compare
characters. Their written pieces began to show that the children
understood what they read and that they were able to make connections in a personal way within the context of their own experience.
By the spring, the class was used to writing what they thought
and reading their responses to the whole class, but I wanted them to
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go deeper. It occurred to me that by writing to the same person they
would develop an ongoing thoughtful and reflective relationship. I
decided to have them write letters to each other because they would
be engaged in a dialogue, and I wanted to see whether writing to a
partner would enhance their self expression, their thinking and their
interest in reading.

Dear Denise,
I don't think Attean is ashamed to let Matt teach him how to
read because he is white. I think it's because Attean thinks that
he is too old to learn how to read.

Another significant issue for the students was the issue of
survival. The children wondered how Matt would survive in the
woods without his family and without a rifle.
LOOKING AT ISSUES
The letters made the story come alive to everyone and they
As a whole class we read The Sign of the Beaver, a story about spontaneously
made connections between the text and their own
a relationship between Attean, a Native American boy, and Matt, a lives. When children
are engaged in written dialogue with each
white boy who lives alone in the woods waiting for his family to other, reading becomes social, and the possibility of a more intimate
reunite. I chose this book because we had been studying the Hopi learning environment is available.
way of life and comparing it to our urban way of life.
Orlande wrote:
Each student had his own copy of the book which was read in
class some days while on other days it was read at home. The
Dear Clifton:
students wrote to their partners several times a week and would
What if I couldn't survive in the woods. What if my family
exchange letters and write responses to each other in class. Someleft me alone in the woods and I couldn't find a friend. How
times they would read their work aloud for the rest of the group. On
would I manage?
many occasions, this response reading initiated class discussions
because the book brought up issues relevant to the students' lives.
Dear Jenell,
They were wondering, questioning relationships, making connecI don't think Matt's father is coming for him. The reason I say
tions and thinking new thoughts.
this is because my father still hasn't come for me and it's been
Questions emerged from the text naturally and clustered around
eleven years.
several issues.
Clifton wrote:
The issue of abandonment was another continuous theme.
Many
writers questioned repeatedly where Matt's mother and father
I wonder how Matt is going to survive alone in the woods.
were.
Ladawn wrote:
Dear Eric,

I wonder whether Matt should wait for his family or leave with
Attean's tribe.

Do you think Matt's parents will come back for him? Do you
think Matt will be mad at them forever?

Angela wrote:

Dear Lavelle,

I wonder whether Matt should tell his family about Attean.

I really want to know what you think? I just can't imagine
One of their most frequent concerns centered around why
having a father who left me and still loving him.
Attean wouldn't let Matt teach him how to read. Most of the students
P.S. Don't you think Matt's parents are talcing too long?
thought that it was odd for someone not to want to learn to read.
Reading was an issue they were struggling with in their own lives.
Elena wrote:
Tanya wrote:
Dear Akeba,

Dear Charlene,

I wouldn't be too happy staying in the woods by myself unless
an indian stayed in my cabin with me at night. I think Matt's
mother's pudding is the only memory he has of Christmas.
What will he do if they never come for him?

If I didn't know how to read I wouldn't be embarrassed to let
anybody teach me how to read.
Charlene wrote back:
Dear Tanya.

QUESTIONING

I have an uncle who can't read or write. The only difference is
that my uncle wants to learn. I teach him sometimes.

Their letters had already shown they were questioning the text
naturally. In addition I had spent a lot of time during the year talking
about questioning, and we had discussed how from one question you
can ask ten more questions. Previously, I had asked them to write
questions to their authors and when they wrote their family histories
they worked in groups developing questions.

Further examples:
Dear Josiena,
I think Attean is ashamed to let Matt teach him how to read
because Matt is white.

Continued.. .
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Dear Juan,
While I was reading I thought of questions to ask you. All
you're going to hear are questions?

unless I directed the conversation. The letters engaged them in
interactions that were not mediated through me. The students were
sharing their own questions and responses without my direction.
Some writers were even able to notice their own rhythms.

Dear Kris ta,
I'm starting to write questions like you. Can you see it in my
letters?

Dear Angela
I wasn't really paying attention to chapters 11 and 12 while I
was reading today.

Some of the questions they asked were:
What were the things that Attean didn't like about the white
man's ways?
What did Matt learn from Attean?
What would you do if your parents left you alone?
How would you survive on your own?

My favorite question was in a letter from Shabri.
Dear Maya,
Are you getting along with your book yet?

DEVELOPING FRIENDSHIPS
The students were engaged in a relationship with their books as
well as with each other, and through the letters the children developed new friendships.
Dear Denise,
Writing to you I learned that not everybody feels the same
way about a book. I'm glad that we had to write to each other
or I wouldn't have known how you felt. I had fun writing to
you. Did you feel the same way?

Denise wrote back:
Dear Josiena,
I liked writing to you but you probably wanted to write to
Tanya instead because she always writes her letters and never
forgets to write back.

Through this experience the tone of the class began to change.
There was a new quality of engagement and calm. Their responses
were personal and feelings were expressed. Writing made it easier
for them to say what they thought They were holding back less and
participating more, learning and internalizing everything I want for
young readers, and they were doing it in their own personal voices.
The letters expressed points of views, showed their concerns and
how they were thinking. They wrote as readers. And by writing to
each other they were communicating authentically as well as creating a community, the community I had longed for all year.
Something happened in writing with this class that didn't
happen in talk. The letters slowed them down and enabled them to
focus. They initiated powerful self-expression and conversations
that would have otherwise not occurred. They were listening to each
others' thinking and taking it seriously. The writing provoked
intimate communication.
Writing to each other also set up a much safer structure than
writing to me. The letters students read aloud helped me to know
them better. I had access to information that had not been generated
through conversation. I learned more about their lives which deepened my compassion for them. Reading the same book, writing to
each other and reading the letters aloud engaged students in feeling
more open and thinking more deeply. And I think it was this activity
that brought the class together as a community. The writing seemed
to connect the text with the strong feelings they were having. And
yet, although learning had obviously been going on all year, I didn't
realize the value of this experience until I went back to their letters.
Linda Margolin
Urban Sites Network

Meanwhile Charlene expressed the camaraderie in her letter to
Tanya:
Dear Tanya,

Articles, Letters, Inquiries

I think we have a lot in common by having similar opinions of the
book. We both think that skinning a rabbit is wrong.

We want you to write for the newsletter.

Dion expressed himself openly when he wrote to Byron and told him
how much he liked being his partner.

We are hungry for your words, thoughts, observations.
Think about it!

Dear Byron.

New York City Writing Project Newsletter
Institute for Literacy Studies
Lehman College
250 Bedford Park Boulevard West
Bronx, New York 10468-1589
Fax 718-960-8054

I felt like I was writing to an adult because you used big
words and wrote funny things. Writing to you was fun.
Dear Peter,
This all made me think about being Matt and taking his place.

The letters had taken on a freedom of expression and a deeper
cut at thinking. This did not happen when they talked to each other
12
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New Visions/New Schools:
A Teacher's Perspective
PHASE 1: COMMITMENT, COMMUNITY AND A COMMON CULTURE
For over 20 years I have been teaching in New York City public
schools. During that time I have become somewhat of an expert on
what's wrong with our traditional urban high schools. I have been
frustrated and angered by rigid schedules, irrelevant curriculum,
disempowered faculties, overly bureaucratic administrators,
depersonalized school settings, alienated students, and my own
failure to create the kind of learning environment in which I believe
my students are entitled.
Despite the difficulties and disappointments, I remained in a
large, traditional high school out of a commitment to the young
people who were struggling to get an education. Even when many
of my Writing Project colleagues moved into alternative school
settings, I resisted. I wanted to be where
most kids were. I wanted to push the limits
of the average city school and see if it
could be made more responsive to the
needs of both students and teachers.
During the last few years, two events
made me change my mind. The first was
that the school I worked in began to deteriorate with dizzying speed. The pressures of increased enrollment, large staff
turnover.an unresponsiveadministration,
soaring student absenteeism and escalating violence both within and around the
school made control rather than learning
the main goal of each day. I began to feel that the best thing I could
do for my students was to try to help them find other places to go to
school.
The second thing that happened was the city-wide call in the
spring of 1992 from the Board of Education and the Fund for New
York Public Education, along with the Diamond Foundation, for
proposals to establish "New Visions Schools." The goal was to
create small, personalized schools that would provide a caring yet
challenging educational setting for any student who wanted an
alternative to large city high schools. These were not intended to be
"second chance" schools for kids who had dropped out of other
places, but rather, schools designed to engage young people in
challenging work and provide them with a supportive community
from the start Here was an opportunity to develop and shape a real
alternative in education that, if successful, eventually might replace
the kind of school I had been working in. Here was an invitation to
contribute what I knew from my classroom and Writing Project
experience to the growing school reform movement in this city.
I eagerly joined a committee set up by the Institute for Literacy
Studies (ILS) to help draft a proposal for a K-12 school to be located
on the Lehman College campus. For three weeks I worked with
teachers from the Writing Project, Math Project, Elementary Teachers Network, Adult Ed Program and the JHS Writing and Learning

Project - talking, writing and creating a shared vision of a new
school. When I found out four months later that the ILS proposal had
been eliminated in the last cut and would not be funded this year, I
cried. I decided that I would find out which proposals had been
funded in order to find a New Visions school to work in.
Since last March I have been pan of a team of teachers,
administrators and support staff planning The School for the Physical City: An Expeditionary Learning Center which opened this past
September. The planning period has been and continues to be long
and exhausting, but I have not been so exhilarated (and terrified!)
about starting school since my first year of teaching.
The school is a partnership among District 2, the Division of
Alternative High Schools, Cooper Union and its Infrastructure
Institute and Outward Bound. Our curriculum uses the city of New
York as a base, drawing on the city's physical and social resources.
Our pedagogical approach is experiential, an approach that directly
involves students in "hands-on" learning projects. Our mandate is to
"prepare young people to take care of and take charge of our city."
For a month this summer nine teachers, a director, administrative staff members and an Outward Bound instructor met
to take the ideas in the New Visions'
proposal and transform them into the reality of a school.
Here is the best description I can give
of what this process has been like for me:
imagine yourself as a woman who is trying
to write a dissertation, have a baby and
move into a new house all at the same
time! In other words, the intellectual,
emotional andphysical demands have been
grueling. And yet I can't think of any thing
else I'd rather be doing!
Our first challenge as a faculty was to create a community
among ourselves. We are a diverse staff, both ethnically and professionally. Some of us have been teaching for many years, others have
never taught in a school setting. Although I am the only Writing
Project teacher, others come from various educational reform movements, innovative educational institutions or practitioner networks.
Part of our community-building work was to develop a common language we all understood and through which we could
effectively communicate with each other as well as with students
and their families.
In this group I couldn't count on the shared beliefs, practice, and
language of the Writing Project. I have learned, for example, that
when I use the word "portfolio," some of my colleagues are
unfamiliar with the term, while others have quite a different understanding of what a portfolio is. Therefore, I have been forced to
explain my ideas as well as listen carefully to my colleagues so that
together we can begin to form a common culture of teaching and
learning.
Although we knew that it was essential to explore what we
believed together, we were constantly underpressure, with only six
weeks to plan a state-of-the-art, break-the-mold school. We would
be starting with 80 seventh graders and 60 ninth graders in six

Our first challenge
was to create a
community among
ourselves.
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classrooms, one office and a storagecloset, temporarily provided for
us in a middle school building that is housing a number of other
programs.
What would our schedule look like? How would we organize
interdisciplinary classes? Could we keep class size down? What
would it mean to use NYC as curriculum? Would students be
allowed to wear hats? Would it be possible to make mixed-ability
groupings work for every student? What books should we order?
When would we do collaborative planning? Who would have the
keys to the bathrooms? How would we assess students? What about
chewing gum? What structures could we create to support family
involvement in the school? How could we maintain a rigorous
academic program while keeping students engaged and excited
about learning? Would we let students call us by our first names?
From the sublime to the ordinary, the questions flew; the
answers came slowly. It has been a humbling experience, and
although I know what's wrong with the schools I've worked in,
figuring out how to make things right is a daunting job. We, the staff,
have been the first students in our new school. We have been
learning how hard it is to create a high quality school under the
planning and teaching conditions that prevail in New York City.
Although no one can excuse the incompetence that has caused
the delayed opening of school this year or minimize the burden
placed on students and their families, I know of at least nine teachers
who breathed a quiet sigh of relief, not because they would be
starting work later, but because they had a few extra days to get ready
for a new and very different "first day of school."
Christine Cziko
PS 19

Outline of Curriculum for School for the Physical City
Expedition #1: Our City, Ourselves
Using our school as a microcosm of NYC, we will start with ourselves and
our families to learn about the makeup and workings of the city. Exploring
the neighborhoods in which we live, we will see how the city works, what
jobs are done and what needs to be done. We will figure out how we fit into
and contribute to the larger commmunity of the city.
Expedition #2: What Holds the City Up?
Beginning with NYC's incredible engineering feats—the bridges, highways, tunnels and buildings—we will go on to explore other types of
infrastructure. These will include the social, cultural, intellectual, physical,
economic and political infrastructures that hold out city up.
Expedition #3: A Year in the Life of New York City
In this expedition we want to study one year in NYC history in order to help
out students understand the complex interplay of historical forces during a
given time period. We will compare 1934 to 1994 and examine value
conflicts that emerge more intensely during periods of economic change
and stress. Students will take on roles in scenes from four city neighborhoods: Harlem, Rockefeller Center, Greenwich Village and a Brooklyn
immigrant community.
Expedition #4: Watering the Big Apple
During this expedition students will immerse themselves in the exploration
of the historical and continuing impact of water on the life of NYC. Water's
metaphoric and symbolic meanings will also be examined.

Book Reviews
Love's Executioner and Other Tales
of Psychotherapy
by Irvin D. Yalom, M.D., Harper/Collins Publishers, 1989
Oh for the glorious days of summer reading! It feels like it was
in a different lifetime that I lay on my chaise longue in the August
shade beginning a book on Tuesday and finishing it on Wednesday.
Though I have enjoyed many books this way over the summer,
Love's Executioner by Dr. Irvin Yalom has been resonating in my
thoughts and stirring feelings and insights long after I put the book
down.
In the book Dr. Yalom, a California psychiatrist, chronicles the
lives of ten clients and his therapeutic encounters with each. What
separates this book from other descriptions of psychotherapy is Dr.
Yalom's gift for storytelling. Each case history is a fantastic tale, but
it's the complex unfolding of the all-too-human truths and pains of
the patient's existence that moves each narrative forward.
Some of the stories have the pace and suspense of a good
detective yarn. One episode "Three Unopened Letters" was particularly riveting. Dr. Yalom describes the life threatening crisis of Saul,
a 63 year old, successful neurologist who begins therapy after a six
month, well-paid fellowship at a prestigious research institute in
Sweden. What prompts the crisis are three letters Saul receives from
the institute after his return to the U.S. Saul refuses to open the letters
because he is sure they contain condemnations of his shoddy,
incompetent work and demand that he return the stipend. The letters,
he is certain, will publicly confirm his lifelong feelings about
himself that he is a vile imposter. Saul becomes increasing depressed, takes to his bed, and for days lies in a catatonic stupor. The
good doctor makes house calls and plans for Saul's hospitalization.
How sad that a brilliant man's time, energy and talents are wasted by
the self-inflicted suffering caused by his own dark imagination. No
one could torture Saul as effectively and thoroughly as he tortures
himself. What is actually in the letters (not revealed until the end of
the chapter) is both ironic and sad.
The other stories, though less suspenseful, are equally compelling. There's Betty, a chatty, dangerously obese patient who becomes angrier and sharper with every pound she sheds. Carlos, a
borish, despicable womanizer becomes thoughtful and compassionate as full awareness of his impending death from cancer changes his
life. Thelma, the patient in the tide story of the book, is a seventy year
old woman obsessively in love with Mathew, her former therapist
and a man 35 years her junior. In his attempt to save Thelma's life,
.she is suicidal, Dr. Yalom arranges a joint session with Thelma and
Mathew at which time Mathew reveals his own dark and terrible
secrets. Mathew, Betty, Thelma, Carlos, are all troubled souls naked
before us, people who are fascinating and strangely recognizable.
At the center of the stage is Dr. Yalom himself whose humanism
and gifts as a healer shine through. "It's the relationship (between
patient and doctor) that heals" is the doctor's "professional rosary"
he tells us. What defines that relationship? "Positive unconditional
regard, nonjudgemental acceptance, authentic engagement,
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empathetic understanding" and above all, his ability to be com- beloved, retarded brother Willie, her eccentric godmother Hallie
pletely present with his clients, helping them to articulate and and her mother with whom her relationship is often tense and
stormy.
identify feelings that lay diffused and misty within them.
In Aquamarine the reader knows both the lives the characters
Dr. Yalom also shares his personal revelations when he falls
actually
lead as well as the possible lives they could have led. The
short. He berates himself for his hubris in taking on difficult clients
details
are
deftly woven into a full and rich story by a most talented
and criticizes his occasional lack of empathy for a client He is
and
inventive
writer.
impatient at times, attracted to clients, bored and even repelled by
their behavior and appearance.
A note of caution: if, after reading this book, you have the urge Bastard Out of Carolina
to rush out to the West Coast to be analyzed by Dr. Yalom, be aware by Dorothy Allison, Dutton, 1992
that he takes some dramatic liberties in telling these stories. Some of
the dialogue is fictional, parts of one patient's identity is grafted onto
Great attention has been paid to this first novel by Dorothy
another patient's, and his reflections in some cases are recounted Allison including much critical acclaim. Reviewers and readers
years after the therapy has been terminated. Although Dr. Yalom have been struck, as was this reviewer, by the power and strength of
claims have the ring of truth, one must always be skeptical knowing the voice of the narrator and main character, Bone. It is the story of
how hard it is for human beings to change. S ome of the clients appear a family in rural South Carolina and the intertwined directions of
to be transformed a little too dramatically.
their lives. It is a story of love and abuse, strength and dependence,
Nevertheless, the book is a testament to the healing powers of pain and the awesome power of the human spirit
the therapeutic process at the heart of which is a storyteller, the
Bone is the subject of her father's rage, and although her mother
client, and a skilled listener, the therapist. I've thought about Dr. Anne sees and knows this, she is unable to protect Bone except by
Yalom and my relationship with students and the relief and power removing her from the home, which she does periodically providing
some students experience when freely allowed to tell their stories Bone with an opportunity to know her aunts, uncles and cousins and
and encouraged to make sense of and learn from their experiences. with whom she comes to live from time to time in a more intimate
I think of the book when a student talks to me and I am too frazzled way than most families. These visits provide the source of strength
by the whirring events in a hectic place called school to listen well. which sustains her through her childhood.
I've thought about the book when at 3:00 P.M. I collapse in a
Bone's raw strength and growing sense of herself as well as her
colleague' s classroom and recount the successes, failures and bewil- keen observant eye and great wisdom and her mother's inability to
derments of the day. We all need to be deeply listened to. Dr. Yalom, separate herself from her abusive husband are central themes in this
writing with clarity, imagination and graceful prose, chronicles that well-written and highly provocative novel.
listening in a way that hits home.
This book bears reading and rereading for it gives great insight
Alice Braziller
into the raw passions and underlying currents of family life and
Satellite HS
dependencies.
Jocelyne Tord
Aquamarine
JHS Teacher Consultant
by Carol Anshaw, Houghton, Mifflin Co., 1992
The course of each of our lives is punctuated by crossroads and
turning points which, knowingly or not, influence the direction it
will take. At the outset of Carol Anshaw's Aquamarine, we meet
Jesse Austin, a competitor in the 1968 Olympics 100 meter swimming event Jesse wins the silver rather than the gold medal and the
course of her life is altered. How it is altered, though, is the magic
of this novel.
Through a series of three separate but related novellas we are
shown various ways Jesse might have lived her life: as a married,
divorced and single woman; in a relationship with men or women,
pregnant; childless or with adolscent children; living in her birthplace in Missouri or far way in New York or Florida. The circumstances and persons in her life are woven tlirough each story with
ingenuity and inventiveness. The entire work is etched in bittersweet
regret of the past and stalwart courage towards the future.
The women in Anshaw's novel are strong and finely drawn. The
author's voice is clear and resonant Jesse emerges from the pages
with clarity and substance. She is a stunning athlete and a physically
strong and complete person. She cares about and sometimes for her
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Teachers As Writers

Peace & War
for Barbara, Miriam, Debi and Nick

The brothers call
The police who arrest one
Boy named Benjamin
And he vows revenge upon
The brothers Jean Claude and Alexandre
Because they turned him in

In the workshop on Conflict
Resolution, the one hundred
Fifty teachers
Thirty paras
Twelve administrators
Eleven secretaries
Ten subs
Listen
While the basso of the Bossman
Booms through the floor
Rumbles in our rib cages
Listen
While the plosives of the Expert
Pop like bullets
From the sound system
Bounce off our chests
Careen off windows armored
With metal thread
Slice through cyclone
Fencing outside

School re-opens
The Jamaicans call the Haitians
Hate-ones and the Haitians
Call the Jamaicans Joe-my-cons
And Benjamin accosts Jean Claude
Li a deserted school corridor and

Somehow Jean Claude seizes
The knife from Benjamin and plunges
The knife deep into the chest
Near the heart of Benjamin, and now
One boy lies near death in the hospital
And the other lies in death-in-life

The sun shines wanly in the shadow of the building
And wanner and yellower farther away in the field
Where kids without conflict play soccer
In silence under a sky without microphones
Kids run around the track with a bald man
And a grey woman walking a matching dog
Even the boom box in the bleachers is pretty
Quiet under a tree full of chirping birds

Among prisoners who cry all night
In the prison on Rikers Island
Where the Long Island Sound rushes
The river, the rising tide raises
A freshening breeze, and seagulls
Soar and wheel and cry

Meanwhile the two thousand eight hundred
Students have a half-day
Jump on the holiday, and
Two young brothers host
A party for some twenty of
Their friends until

All day, neither in Jamaican English
Nor in Haitian Creole patois
But always in sorrow and longing
Pain and regret, pronouncing
'Benjamin, Joe-my-con*
'Jean Claude, Hate-one'

Other boys
Attracted by music, crash
The party and steal
The stereo and ceedees and tapes
And threaten the elder host
And threaten the younger

And we are, all we, newly named
Victims, now that two mothers' sons
Fragrant of their mothers' laundry
Two young speakers of different languages
Are brought down by hatred and fear of difference
Two young lives by violence are ruined forever.

Thomasina LaGuardia
WTC
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My Students: A Catalog of Some of the Things I'll
Tell When I Write It AH Down Some Day
First, their names:
Fatima, Atryom, Maizlin, Zylia
Cinnamon, Fabian, Jesus, Thalita,
Igod, Ecstasy, Yaha, Nadeem,
Jamshid, Njoki, Kimika, Ming.
But also:
Xiu Lin ("Call me Tiffany.")
Muhammed ("Call me Mike.")
Love ("I can't help it; my parents were hippies.")
Their sentences, three I remember offhand:
"I asked my mother to mail me some snow."
"My mouth hung open. My eyes were big. I said 'OK'."
"They were two kids in a green VW, one of them pregnant
with me."
Some things they say to me:
Adam F, known throughout the school as "that Russian kid
who thinks he's black," upon finishing the first chapter of
Black Boy:
"Yo, Ms. Schulten, this shit is phat."
Peter F, the one they call "crazy":
Ms. Schulten, do you think you'll ever wear your bathing suit
to school?"
Julia S., the Club Girl:
"Ms. Schulten, I want to write about the smell of sex. How
would you describe it?"
Taheim G., after two months in my funded literature class for
students who haven't passed the RCT:
"Miss, what is this class for?"
What they call themselves and each other:
The Church Girls, the Smokers, the Cujines, The Show Tune
Boys, The Club Kids, The Preppies, The B-Girls, The Kings
Highway Boys, The Snobs, The 240s, The 210s, The Window
Crew, The SA Store Crew, the 4th Floor.
Some terrible things:
Michelle P., crying in my 6th period class after the LA riots:
"America hates us."
What Patina C. wrote in her poem that her mother says to her.
The 15 year old girl who went into labor during gym last week.
What Dennis N.'s father did to him when he was small.
Katherine Schulten
Edward R.MurrowHS

Project Notes
September means beginnings: new students, new schools, new
endeavors. It also gives many of us the opportunity to resume work
in progress. Here is some exciting news about Writing Project
members:
The Urban Sites Network is beginning its third year and the
NYCWP group has expanded to include three more teachers:
Amanda GuIIa, Beverly Marcus, and Maureen Kenney Nobile.
Congratulations to Paula Murphy and Christine Cziko, both
members of the first group of Urban Sites participants. Their
individual research articles will be published by the National Writing Project in a collection of work reflecting the first year of Urban
Sites.
How exciting it was to read the article "A Teacher's Need to
Know" by Emma Abreu of Brandeis High School in New York
Newsday. In her piece, Emma, a long-time Project member, voices
concern about the lack of access many classroom teachers have to
information regarding students.
At the November NCTE Convention in Pittsburgh, Elaine
Avidon acted as the chair for a day-long workshop entitled "Authentic Assessment of Children as Writers, Readers, Speakers, and
Listeners." The workshop explored the impact on learning and
pedagogy when teachers use observation-based methods of assessment for instructional and evaluative purposes. Barbara Batton,
co-director of the Elementary Teachers Network, collaborated with
Elaine for this workshop which reflects their work with the Primary
Language Record.
Paul Allison and two of his colleagues from University Heights
High School, Augusto Andres and Nellie Simmons, will be presenting their innovative work on assessment and instruction at the
upcoming conference "Goals 2000 Teacher Forum" in Washington,
D.C.. The title of their presentation is "A School-Based Initiative:
University Heights High School." This two-day conference is
sponsored by the U.S. Department of Education.
Elaine Avidon, Barbara Martz, Linette Moorman, Alan
Stein, and Candy Systra report that there was a great turnout of
participants for the reunions of our summer institutes. It was a lively
day of sharing and collegiality. We hope to see many of the
Invitational participants at Writing Project events.
Nancy Cassidy (Summer Invitational, 1993) was a guest speaker
at the first meeting of the Network Teacher's Meeting, a newly
formed forum for teachers organized by Liz Torres, a member of
the Elementary Teachers Network and the Summer Invitational,
1993. Meetings are held at CES 236 in District 9 in .the Bronx. If
you're interested in finding out more about this group, you can leave
a message for Liz at the Writing Project office.
And now for some news from the schools:
Despite the asbestos crisis and the delayed start of school in
New York City, our in-service programs are now in full swing. The
Junior High School Writing andLearning Project, now in its seventh
year, will be working in Districts 25 and 27 in Queens and in District
19 in Brooklyn. The Writing Teachers Consortium, now in its
thirteenth year, is serving eighteen high schools in all five boroughs
this year. And the Elementary Teachers Network, now in its third
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year, is working in Districts 7,9, and 10 in the Bronx.
The Writing Teachers Consortium continues to create schoolbased writing/study committees for Consortium participants. This
year there will be committees formed at Christopher Columbus
High School in the Bronx, and High School of Telecommunications
and George Wingate High School in Brooklyn. This will make a
total of nine committees around the city. Ed Osterman will be
coordinating the work of this city-wide network.
Helen Ogden and ten teachers who have participated in the
Writing Teachers Consortium at Grover Cleveland High School
began the year on a high note. They led workshops for the entire
Cleveland faculty on ways to use expressive writing. The response
was enthusiastic.
Last spring Mary Grabber, coordinator of the Language and
Learning Core at Newtown High School, invited her sophomores to
write letters to Elie Weisel, sharing with him their reactions to his
book Night When Mary returned to school this fall, she found a
letter from Mr. Weisel in which he responded to each student
comment. Needless to say, both Mary and the students were both
moved and excited.
John Ricard of Clara Barton High School (and a teacher in our
Language and Learning Core there) videotaped student skits in his
speech classes. In small groups, students created their own scenes
on issues such as AIDS and coping with abusive boyfriends. These
skits will be shown in a 24 minute program entitled "Crown Heights
Stories" which will be aired in November on Brooklyn Community
Access Television. Watch for it!
It's a pleasure to acknowledge the new coordinators working
for the Junior High School Writing and Learning Project and the
Writing Teachers Consortium this semester: Marc Landas is
working with Linette Moorman in District 25; Rachel Donner is
working with Helen Ogden at Flushing HS; Gilda Tesser is joining
Claudette Green at DeWitt Clinton HS; Roseanna Bigham and
Alan Stein will be creating a new course for teachers at Clara Barton
HS; Robert Huebsch is collaborating with Barbara Martz at New
Dorp HS whereas Walter Fishkind, who has co-coordinated several mini-courses at James Madison HS, his own school, is working
with Barbara at John Dewey HS this term. We wish all these teams
a good semester.
And let's not forget our experienced coordinators: Linda
Farrell and Alan Stein at Aviation HS; Lydia Page and Beverly
Marcus at the High School of Teaching; Linda Correnti and
Marlene Dodes at Grover Cleveland HS; Jocelyne Tord and
Thomasina LaGuardia at John Jay HS; Nick D'Alessandro and
Robin Cohen at Martin Luther King, Jr. HS; Ed Osterman and
Claudette Green at Taft HS; Sharon Rosenberg and Linda
Vereline in District 27, and Jocelyne and Linda in District 19.
Two special courses should be noted. As a result of a grant,
Elaine Avidon and Len Van de Graaff are designing and coordinating a new course for Len's school, Metropolitan Corporate
Academy. Helaine Hirshfeld and April Krassner are teaching a
course in inquiry and essay for teachers in the Clarkstown school
district. This course is an outgrowth of the advanced inquiry course
coordinated by Alan Stein and Candy Systra last summer. Helaine
was a participant
The work of the Elementary Teachers Network continues to
deepen and expand around the city. This term ETN is offering a

variety of courses and study groups: Barbara Batton and Vivian
Wallace are coordinating a Saturday study group for Year 1 and 2
participants whereas Elaine Avidon, Isabel Beaton, Joan Gadson,
and Yvonne Smith are coordinating a basic course. There are also
several reflective practitioner groups: Vivian and Barbara are leading a group in District4, Joan and Barbara are working with a group
that meets at Lehman, Yvonne and Vivian are leading a group at the
Center for Collaborative Education and new coordinators Liz
Edelstein and Beth Vertucci are leading a group in District 1.
Wow!
Finally, it's a pleasure to acknowledge these new positions:
Long-time Project member, Gary Eiferman, has left Morris
High School after many years to work for the UFT. Gary is
coordinating the activities of the Teacher Center at Park West High
School. Good lucky Gary!
We are delighted to welcome Cecilia Traugh to the Institute for
Literacy Studies at Lehman. For the past seven years, Cecilia has
been the director of the middle school at Friends Select in Philadelphia. Prior to that she was an Archives Scholar at the Prospect
Archives in No. Bennington, Vermont Cecilia will be serving as
Director of Research and Evaluation for the Institute, helping
teachers in the Urban Sites group (as well as many of us who work
in school programs) to look thoughtfully and intensively at the work
we do in schools.

Teacher-Development Program

September-December 1994;
February-June, 1995
The Institute for Literacy Studies is pleased to announce a
two-semester program for teachers interested in the Held of
teacher/staff development. The ILS Teacher-Development Program includes a two-semester reflective practitioner seminar
and supervised internships in accordance with each participant's
areas of interest and expertise.
Teachers from any program associated with the ILS* are
eligible to apply. Teachers considering a sabbatical during the
1994-95 school year are encouraged to apply. Those accepted
into the Teacher-Development Program will receive 8 tuitionfree graduate credits in education each term from Lehman
College.**
For further information and an application form, call the
Teacher Development Program at the Institute for Literacy
Studies, 718-960-8758.

* Programs associated with the ILS include the New York City Math Project, the
New York City Writing Project, the Writing Teachers Consortium, the Junior
High School Writing and Learning Project, the Urban Sites Writing Network,
the Elementary Teachers Network, the New York Assessment Network, the
Adult Educators Development Project, the Adult Educators Seminar, the
Robert Bowne Foundation Literacy Project, and the Youth Practitioners Institute.
"Program meets the course requirements for a New York City Study
Sabbatical.
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